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Selecting books for shared reading for 
preschool, kindergarten, and first grade

 Use of certain genres of books— alphabet books and print-rich storybooks 
(i.e., storybooks featuring interesting print features, like speech bubbles and 
font changes; see Smolkin, Conlon, & Yaden, 1988) create more authentic and 
explicit opportunities to highlight print. 

 Justice et al. (2005) reported more than twice as many visual fixations on print 
for 3-to 5-year-olds in print-rich than typical picture-rich books. 

 Other researchers have observed that parent-child pairs focused more on print 
when reading alphabet books than other story books (Smolkin, Yaden, Brown, & 
Hofius, 1992;Stadler & McEvoy, 2003).

 BUT- Adults must reference the print because only about 5-7% of time do 
children pay attention to print rather than pictures (Justice, Pullen, & Pence, 
2008).



Examples of direct instruction and intervention reading 
programs (from US and Taiwanese curriculum) 

Open Court curriculum

Early Interventions in Reading intervention 
program (books)

Program in Taidun created for Aborigional 
struggling readers (Tzang & Lin)



What kind of reading materials help children crack 
the code?

 Good examples  Not so good examples



Picture books 
Written in Dual Language

Little books/Libritos

by Jeri Carroll and Kathy Dunlavy



Picture dictionary



Other examples of “low tech” or reproducible books 
and materials that support code-focused instruction

 US book examples that are black and white
 Starfall
 Bob Books
 Primary Phonics
 Open court

 US materials that are black and white
 Peer Assisted Learning Strategies
 Sound Partners
 Tutor Assisted Intensive Learning Strategies



FCRR K-5 Center activities

Child-managed 
code-focused



Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) 
Adaptation as Tutor-Assisted Learning Strategies (TAILS)

KG Letter-sound instruction
“What sound?”

Al Otaiba et al., 
2006; Fuchs et 
al., 2001



KG decodable words and simple sentences.
“Read it slowly.”



First grade decoding instruction
“Sound it out” and “Say it fast”



First grade sight word instruction
“What word?”



First grade stories
“Read the story”



Evidence-based Chinese Reading materials (G1 – G3; The 
Yung-Ling Foundation）



The Chinese orthography
 Words are composed of characters; characters 

are composed of radicals.
 Some are semantic and morphological radicals;  

represent “meaning”; e.g.,  水(water), 火(fire), 
手(hand), 日(sun)

 Some are phonetic radicals, represent “sound ”;  
e.g.,爪(claw); 青 (ching),  



1. catch
2. grab
3. arrest
4. scratch



表義部件 semantic radical ： “扌”means 
hand.

手部件演進卡
The progression about “扌” .

從圖像到文字
From pictograph to character.

扌



表音部件phonetic radical

The progression about “爪.”

爪：
˙pronunciation /zhua/
˙pictograph
˙meaning：claw

http://tw.wrs.yahoo.com/_ylt=A3eg.xgw1g5NonwAGTNt1gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTBya3MyNWZxBHBvcwMzBHNlYwNzcgR2dGlkA1RXQzAwMV83MQ--/SIG=1n0evfh76/EXP=1292846768/**http:/tw.image.search.yahoo.com/images/view?back=http://tw.image.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=%E5%85%AC%E9%9B%9E%E7%88%AA&js=1&b=1&ni=20&ei=utf-8&y=%E6%90%9C%E5%B0%8B&xargs=0&pstart=1&fr=yfp&w=300&h=230&imgurl=www.csnn.com.cn/images/2006/w_060524035.jpg&rurl=http://www.csnn.com.cn/2006/ca467002.htm&size=8k&name=w+060524035+jpg&p=%E5%85%AC%E9%9B%9E%E7%88%AA&oid=5d275472bd6f3a16&fr2=&no=3&tt=99&b=1&ni=20&sigr=118i537r8&sigi=11bm5h92m&sigb=14hnfneri&.crumb=wqe9WeUVRZf�


筆順 stroke order



Stroke order practice
 Students practice with teacher



Homework: copying characters

 Students practice copying and dictation of new 
characters in the workbook almost every day. 

 The reading and writing of characters is the 
most important task in grade 1 and grade 2. 



A “decodable” text for 1st grader

木



Playing radical cards

木+反=板 木+寸=村



Bank of Characters



Purpose:
Developing Meaning-focused skills



Lesson Plan: Meaning-focused Objectives
 Vocabulary 

 The Learner Will (TLW) listen to a sentence about a cat “The cat shed his 
fur, which means he left his hair all over the floor” and will tell the 
meaning of “fur” in his own words. 

 Listening comprehension
 TLW listen to a story about a cat and will correctly point to the picture 

to identify the cat.

 Reading comprehension
 TLW read a short story about a cat and will identify the cat as the main 

character. 
 TLW retell or write about a story in the appropriate sequence (first, next 

last).
 TLW use a graphic organizer to compare and contrast.
 TLW read an expository (scientific) text and identify the main idea or 

the research aim and hypothesis.



Venn Diagram
cat dog

meows

little

fur

tail

barks

big or 
little



Narrative vs. expository books

 Narrative
 Tell a story
 Main character, setting, 
plot

 Expository
 Tell facts about something

 Text structure
 Sequence (1st, next, last)
 Same/different
 Compare/contrast



What kind of texts help children understand the 
meaning of words and stories?

 Good examples  Poor examples



Picture books
About variety of cultures

A Country Far Away

By Nigel Gray & Philippe Dupasquier



Picture books 
Written in Dual Language

I Love Saturdays y domingos

by Alma Flor Ada



Need for carefully designed 
materials
 FCRR activities are free and downloadable



Vocabulary FCRR materials

Teacher-
managed 
meaning 
focused 



Read to Learn: structure teaching of 
scientific texts 

Research Question

Hypo I Hypo II Hypo …

Test Hypo I Test Hypo II Test Hypo …

Result I Result II Result …

Conclusions



3 consecutive lessons with the same text 
structure
Lesson title Research questions
Transporting eels How to decrease the 

fatality rate when 
transporting eels to Japan?

Where had the 
Mammoths gone?

Scientists try to find out 
why Mammoths extinct

The secret 
clouded leopard

Are there clouded leopard 
in the Taiwan mountains 
since latest seen in 1985?



Transporting eels

Research Question

How to decrease fatality rate during 
transportation to Japan.



Hypo I

Test Hypo I

Result I

Hypo II

Test Hypo II

Result II

Hypo I: The water was not clean enough.

Test Hypo I: used clean water

Result I: The fatality remained. 

Hypo II:  Lack of food?

Test Hypo II: gave food.

Result II: The fatality remained. 



Hypo III

Result III

Conclusion

Test Hypo III
Reflection

Hypo III:  too nervous 
during transportation?

Test Hypo III: gave icy 
water putting eels to sleep.
Result III: The fatality dropped.

Conclusion: The difficulty 
was resolved. The 
fishermen make a lot of 
money selling eels to Japan.

Reflection: The fishermen 
help themselves by trying 
every ways out in a 
scientific way. 



Activity: Categorize books and 
materials by purpose

 Code-focused

 To teach the alphabet

or boost print knowledge

 To teach decoding

 To teach common sight words

 To practice fluent reading

 Meaning-focused

 To teach vocabulary

 To teach listening 

 To teach reading comprehension
 Text structure

 To teach morals

 To teach content (research, 
science, math, policy, economics)



Linking books and reading materials to curriculum: 
Choosing books for your instructional purpose

 Alphabet books
 Decodable
 Controlled text (emphasis on sight words)
 “Morals”
 Content

 Issues
 Are these books part of the curriculum?
 Length of book
 Length of text (readability)
 Language (vocabulary and grammar is at the students’ level)
 Comprehensibility of language (oral vs. written)
 Multi-lingual
 Differences between written and spoken language



What materials do you have?



What is missing?



Resources

Link to FCRR
Link to IRIS at Vanderbilt
Resources on readability





Yung-Ling Research Center for 
Reading Instruction
 Shu-Li Chen  shuli.chen57@gmail.com
 Shih-Jay Tzeng  jay.tzeng@gmail.com

National Taitung University
Taiwan

mailto:shuli.chen57@gmail.com�
mailto:jay.tzeng@gmail.com�


Project Iris: http://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/

Wonderful resources about 
reading instruction, 
behavior support, response 
to intervention that includes 
cartoon-like case studies.



Online books

 This is the link for the decodable books 
http://www.starfall.com/n/N-
info/onlinebooks.htm?n=downloadcenter

http://www.starfall.com/n/N-info/onlinebooks.htm?n=downloadcenter�
http://www.starfall.com/n/N-info/onlinebooks.htm?n=downloadcenter�


Hiebert  http://www.textproject.com/



How do you know if a text is a good 
fit for a child? Calculating readability

Fry

Word (Microsoft word)



Fry Readability
 Randomly select three sample passages and count exactly 100 words 

beginning with the beginning of a sentence. Don't count numbers. Do 
count proper nouns. 

 Count the number of sentences in the hundred words.

 Count the total number of syllables in the 100-word passage. 

 Enter graph with average sentence length and number of syllables; plot 
dot where the two lines intersect. Area where dot is plotted will give 
you the approximate grade level. 

 If a great deal of variability is found, putting 1 more 100 word sample 
into the average is desirable. 





Microsoft word includes the Flesch-
Kincaid readability

 Click the Microsoft Office button, click Word Options, and 
click Proofing. 

 Put a check in the box for Check grammar with spelling. 

 Under When correcting grammar in Word, select the Show 
readability statistics check box. 

 Word finishes checking spelling and grammar, it displays 
information about the reading level of the document. 



Three Big Ideas about reading 
materials

 Choose materials that support the objective of the lesson 
plans

 Ideally have a reading “core” curriculum program that is 
explicit and systematic to support instruction in code-focused 
and meaning focused instruction.

 Additional reading materials (books, activities) support the 
grade-level (or stage-level) objectives AND offer a range to 
meet the needs of all students.



Thanks!
Questions?
salotaiba@fcrr.org
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